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Abstract
Multi-antenna coded caching is known to combine a global caching gain that is proportional to
the cumulative cache size found across the network, with an additional spatial multiplexing gain that
stems from using multiple transmitting antennas. However, a closer look reveals two severe bottlenecks;
the well-known exponential subpacketization bottleneck that dramatically reduces performance when
the communicated file sizes are finite, and the considerable optimization complexity of beamforming
multicast messages when the SNR is finite. We here present an entirely novel caching scheme, termed
cyclic multi-antenna coded caching, whose unique structure allows for the resolution of the above
bottlenecks in the crucial regime of many transmit antennas. For this regime, where the multiplexing
gain can exceed the coding gain, our new algorithm is the first to achieve the exact optimal DoF with a
subpacketization complexity that scales only linearly with the number of users, and the first to benefit
from a multicasting structure that allows for exploiting uplink-downlink duality in order to yield ultra-
fast optimized beamformers. In the end, our novel solution provides excellent performance for networks
with finite SNR, finite file sizes, and many users.
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2I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless communication networks are under mounting pressure to support the exponentially
increasing volumes of multimedia content, as well as to support the imminent emergence of
applications such as wireless immersive viewing and reliable autonomous driving [1]. For the
efficient delivery of such multimedia content, the work of Maddah-Ali and Niesen [2] proposed
the idea of coded caching as a means of increasing the data rates by exploiting cache content
across the network. This approach considered a single-stream (single-antenna) downlink network
of cache-enabled receiving users who can pre-fetch data into their cache memories, in a way
that — during the subsequent content delivery — the achievable rates can be boosted by a mul-
tiplicative factor that is proportional to the cumulative cache size across the entire network. Key
to achieving this speedup was the ability of coded caching to successfully multicast individual
messages to many users at a time, such that each user can use its cache content to remove
unwanted messages from the received signal. In this context, a system that can multicast to t+1
users at a time is said to enjoy a (cache-aided) Degrees-of-Freedom (DoF) performance t + 1,
which also matches the aforementioned multiplicative speedup factor in the high-SNR regime.
This quantity t — which is often referred to as the (additive) coded caching gain — depends
on the number of receiving users and the size of their cache, and it effectively describes the
redundancy with which data can be cached across the network.
Motivated by the unavoidable dominance of multi-antenna paradigms in wireless communica-
tions [3], Shariatpanahi et al. [4], [5] explored the cache-aided multi-antenna setting, for which it
revealed that this same caching gain could in fact be maintained in its fullest. In a basic downlink
scenario with L such transmit antennas, the work in [5] developed a method that achieved a
DoF of t+ L, which was shown to be optimal under basic assumptions (cf. [6]).
However, despite the original theoretical promises for large caching gains, in reality, coded
caching can suffer from severe bottlenecks that dramatically limit these gains. Undoubtedly
the most damaging of these is the well-known subpacketization bottleneck, which stems from
the fact that the aforementioned caching gains require (cf. [7], [8]) that each file is split into a
number of subfiles that scales exponentially with the number of receiving users. This requirement
is exacerbated in multi-antenna coded caching approaches (cf. [5]), where the subpacketization
(and thus the file-size requirements) can far exceed those of the original scheme in [2]. In essence,
subpacketization requirements rendered coded caching hard to implement in most moderate- or
3large-sized networks.
While though the subpacketization requirements for achieving full caching gains in the single
antenna setting are indeed fundamental and generally unavoidable (cf. [7], [8]), a recent new
approach in [9] has shown that these limitations are not fundamental in the multi-antenna setting.
As we now know from [9], activating multiple transmit antennas can effectively decompose the
cache-aided network in a manner that dramatically alleviates the subpacketization bottleneck, thus
strongly boosting the true (subpacketization constrained) performance. This performance boost,
as well as the ability to achieve the theoretical promises of multi-antenna coded caching with
exceedingly small subpacketization complexity, offers a powerful motivation for meaningfully
combining coded caching with multi-antenna communications.
It is the case though that, to date, this decomposition principle as it was developed in [9],
applies with full optimality only in networks with essentially a modest number of transmit
antennas, and in particular, only in networks where the spatial multiplexing gain (which can
go up to L) does not exceed the coded caching gain t. In the last two years, extending this
optimality to networks with ‘larger’ antenna arrays has been a known open problem; a problem
that is indeed motivated by the upcoming prevalence of very large antenna arrays.
We present a new multi-antenna coded caching structure that resolves this theoretical problem;
it achieves the exact optimal DoF L + t even when L ≥ t and does so with ultra-low sub-
packetization. Perhaps more importantly, our scheme, which employs a novel cyclic structure,
additionally allows for an ultra-efficient implementation of optimized precoders, thus yielding
excellent performance in the low- and mid-SNR range for even large networks.
A. Prior Work
1) Single- and multi-antenna coded caching: The original coded caching scenario in [2],
considers a single-antenna transmitter that communicates to K cache-aided receiving users, via a
single-stream, normalized-capacity, symmetric broadcast channel. The transmitter hosts a library
of N equal-sized files, and each user has a cache memory of size equal to the size of M files.
The setting considers two distinct phases: the cache placement phase, which occurs during the
off-peak hours, and the content delivery phase, which occurs during peak hours. The first phase
allows for the users’ cache memories to be filled with library content, and in [2] the second
phase employs basic cache-aided multicasting in order to serve t+1 users at a time, thus yielding
a DoF of t+ 1, where t := KM
N
. Decoding is achieved by having each user exploit their locally
4cached content in order to remove the t undesired messages from the received signals. This
scheme was proven to be optimal in [10]–[12], and different versions of it appeared in various
settings that included decentralized, hierarchical and device to device (D2D) scenarios [13]–[15].
One of the most important such scenarios considered coded caching in the multi-antenna case,
for which the aforementioned work in [4] proposed a scheme that achieves a sum-DoF of t+L.
2) Multi-antenna coded caching in the finite-SNR regime: The implementation of coded
caching techniques in multi-antenna wireless networks initially placed emphasis on the (high-
SNR) DoF setting, and thus focused on using basic zero-forcing (ZF) precoders [5], [16]. Subse-
quently, the emphasis was shifted on the lower SNR regimes, with the work in [17] replacing ZF
precoders with optimized beamformers that introduced the capability of controlling, rather than
completely nulling out, inter-stream interference. The subsequent work in [18] emphasized both
the performance and complexity of beamformer designs, introducing novel optimized precoders
that properly controlled the multiplexing gain as well as the size of the corresponding multiple-
access channel (MAC) that is experienced during decoding. In particular, it was shown how
operating at a multiplexing gain that is smaller than L can reduce beamformer design complexity
as well as yield higher beamforming gains, which are crucial in the low-SNR regime. Controlling
the spatial multiplexing gain is also considered in [19], where numerical simulations are used to
find the best multiplexing gain for various network parameters such as the coded caching gain.
Taking another point of view, the work in [20] proposed a new scheme that limits the number of
messages received by a user in each time slot, in order to reduce complexity while maintaining
satisfactory rates. Similar works include [6], [21], [22]. While numerical evaluations suggest that
the aforementioned schemes can perform well, this performance is limited to very small network
scenarios, mainly due to the massive subpacketization that these schemes require.
3) Subpacketization bottleneck: To date, in the single-antenna setting, any high-performance
coded caching scheme requires a subpacketization that grows — for fixed M
N
— exponentially or
near-exponentially with K. As we know from [2], the original scheme requires subpacketization
(
K
t
)
, and as we know from [23], this same subpacketization is indeed necessary for any algorithm
to achieve this optimal gain t = KM
N
. Similarly, we know from [7] that decentralized schemes
(cf. [13]) require exponential subpacketization in order to achieve linear caching gains, and along
similar lines, we know from [23] that under basic assumptions, there exists no coded caching
scheme that enjoys both linear caching gains and linear subpacketization.
In the context of multi-antenna coded caching, the situation is different. While the original
5scheme in [5] required an astronomical subpacketization of
(
K
t
)(
K−t−1
L−1
)
, the recent work in [9]
showed that if K
L
and t
L
are both integers, the optimal DoF t + L is achievable with a sub-
packetization of
(
K/L
t/L
)
, which is dramatically less than the subpacketization in [2], [5]. This
directly means that under fixed subpacketization constraints (fixed file size), adding multiple
antennas can multiplicatively boost the real (subpacketization-constrained) DoF by a factor of
L. The main idea behind the work in [9] is to employ basic user-grouping techniques to endow
groups of users with the same cache content, and then apply a specific precoding approach that
decomposes the network of users into effectively parallel coded caching problems. While, as we
know from [24], for single-antenna setups, having shared caches between the users causes an
inevitable DoF loss, the work in [9] has proven that multi-antenna shared-cache setups need not
suffer from DoF losses. Of course, this is valid under the assumption that K
L
and t
L
are integers1.
Another interesting work can be found in [25] which proposes a DoF-optimal scheme that
yields a reduction in transmission and decoding complexity compared to the optimized-beamformer
scheme of [18], albeit with a small reduction in performance compared to [18], and also with
an exponential subpacketization
(
K
t
)
. In another line of work, [26] provides a novel algorithm
that reduces the channel state information (CSI) requirements, and does so with subpacketization
Lc
(
Kc
t
)
, where Lc :=
L+t
t+1
and Kc :=
K
Lc
. Finally, [27], [28] explore, under the assumption of
K = t + L, how subpacketization can be traded-off with performance. To date, existing multi-
antenna schemes either exhibit subpacketization requirements that are exponential in K, or do
not experience DoF optimality in scenarios where L > t.
B. Our Contribution
Motivated by the ever-increasing sizes of antenna arrays, we proceed to bridge the aforemen-
tioned gap and provide a very low-subpacketization coded caching algorithm that achieves the
DoF optimal performance of L+t even in networks with ‘larger’ antenna arrays such that L ≥ t.
Subsequently, knowing well that in the low-to-moderate SNR regimes, beamforming gains can be
as important as multiplexing gains, we proceed to consider the more general scenario where the
multiplexing gain α ≤ L is traded off with an ability to beamform in a manner that compensates
the well-known effects of the worst-user channel condition. In our case, the multiplexing gain
1The scheme of [9] suffers DoF losses (and also increased subpacketization) if either K
L
or t
L
is non-integer. The DoF is
reduced by a multiplicative factor that can reach 2 when L > t, and can reach 3
2
when L < t.
6α ≥ t is treated as a design parameter calibrated not only for yielding excellent finite-SNR
performance but also for fine-tuning subpacketization and complexity requirements.
The proposed multi-antenna cyclic-caching scheme enjoys a novel structure that attains the
chosen sum-DoF of t + α, as well as the holy trinity of high beamforming gains, reduced
subpacketization, and reduced beamforming complexity. In particular, the scheme requires an
ultra-low subpacketization
K(t+α)
φ2
K,t,α
, where φK,t,α = gcd(K, t, α); this is currently the smallest
known subpacketization out of all sum-DoF optimal schemes. Most importantly, our cyclic
caching method also eliminates the requirement of multicasting, thus interestingly enabling
optimized beamformers to be designed with massively reduced computational complexity. These
optimized beamformers allow for an interplay between cache-based cancellation, nulling out, and
controlling the interference, resulting in a very considerable boost of the performance in low-
and mid-SNR communications. In the end, our work provides a method for a high-performance
hyper-efficient use of coded caching in large multi-antenna networks for any SNR.
C. Structure and Notation
We use [K] to denote the set {1, 2, ..., K} and [i : j] to represent the vector [i i+1 ... j].
Boldface upper- and lower-case letters denote matrices and vectors, respectively. V[i, j] refers
to the element at the i-th row and j-th column of matrix V, and w[i] represents the i-th element
in vector w. Moreover, w = [u;v] refers to a vector w that is formed by concatenating vectors
u and v. Sets are denoted by calligraphic letters. For two sets A and B, A\B refers to the set
of elements in A that are not in B, and |A| represents the number of elements in A.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the system model, while
Section III presents the new cyclic caching scheme. In this section we show that for any
α ≥ t, a sum-DoF of t + α is possible, first with subpacketization K(t + α), and then with
a subpacketization that is further reduced by a factor of φ2K,t,α. Section IV presents complexity
analysis and performance simulations, while Section V concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Network Setup
We consider a multiple-input, single-output (MISO) broadcast setting, in which a single server,
equipped with L transmit antennas, communicates with K single-antenna receiving users over
a shared wireless link. The server has access to a library F of N ≥ K files, where each file
7W ∈ F has a size of f bits. We assume that every user has a cache memory of size Mf bits.
As mentioned earlier, we use t := KMf
Nf
to denote the total cache size in the network normalized
by the size of the library. In essence, t — which we will assume to be an integer — indicates
the redundancy with which the library can be stored across the network.
During the cache placement phase, the placement algorithm operates without any prior knowl-
edge of future requests. We use Z(k) to denote the cache contents of user k ∈ [K] after the
placement phase is completed. At the beginning of the delivery phase, each user k ∈ [K] reveals
its requested fileW (k) ∈ F to the server. After receiving the demand set D = {W (k) | k ∈ [K]},
the server follows the delivery algorithm to transmit the requested subpackets to the users.
This will involve the transmission of some I transmission vectors {xi} ∈ CL, i ∈ [I], which
are transmitted in consecutive time intervals or separate frequency bins2, using the array of L
antennas. After xi is transmitted, user k receives
yi(k) = h
H
k xi + wi(k) , (1)
where hk ∈ CL denotes the channel vector and wi(k) ∼ CN (0, 1) denotes the observed noise
at user k. Furthermore, we consider a slow-fading model in which the channel vectors remain
constant during each time interval i, and we assume that full channel state information (CSI) is
available at the server.
Let Xi ⊆ [K] denote the set of users targeted by xi, and let Ti denote the duration of time
interval i required so that every user in Xi decodes its intended data from xi. If we consider Li to
be the length of the codeword transmitted at time slot i, and if we define Ri to be the multicast
rate at which the server transmits a common message to all users in Xi, then Ti is simply the
ratio between Li and Ri. We will use the metric of the symmetric rate, which describes the total
number of bits per second with which each user is served. Particularly, we will consider the
worst-case metric, corresponding to the symmetric rate at which the system can serve all users
in the network irrespective of the demand set D. Given that the delivery phase has an overall
duration of
∑I
i=1 Ti, and given that there are K users, implies that the symmetric rate can be
computed as
Rsym =
Kf∑I
i=1 Ti
=
Kf∑I
i=1
Li
Ri
. (2)
Our aim is to design a placement and delivery scheme that maximizes Rsym.
2For purposes of comparison with other schemes, we will generally assume that transmissions here are made in consecutive
time intervals.
8B. Building the Transmission Vectors
We use linear precoding to build the transmission vectors. A generic transmission vector xi
is built as
xi =
∑
k∈Xi
wi(k)Xi(k) , (3)
where Xi(k) is the data codeword transmitted to user k, and wi(k) ∈ CL is the beamforming
vector used for Xi(k). The beamforming vectors wi(k) are here designed to maximize the worst-
user rate, or equivalently, the worst user’s SINR (signal to interference and noise ratio), as xi
is transmitted. Thus, given the transmission model in (3), the multicast rate at time interval i is
calculated as
Ri = log(1 + γ
∗
i ) , (4)
in which γ∗i is defined as
γ∗i =max
wi(k)
min
k∈Xi
SINRk
s.t.
∑
k∈Xi
||wi(k)||
2 ≤ PT ,
(5)
where SINRk is the received SINR at user k and PT is the available transmission power. We
discuss this optimization problem in more details in the next section.
As suggested before, we will consider that each transmission vector serves |Xi| = t+α users,
where α ≤ L is the multiplexing gain and is treated as a parameter of choice that can be tuned
to obtain a better rate performance at finite-SNR. This α represents the number of independent
streams in each transmission, and hence, reducing it implies sacrificing some spatial multiplexing
gain for the purpose of increasing the beamforming gain, which can help reduce the worst-user
effect in the finite-SNR regime. As we discuss later on, this same α can also be calibrated to
control subpacketization as well as beamformer design complexity.
III. CYCLIC CACHING FOR REDUCED SUBPACKETIZATION
In this section, we present our low-complexity high performance cyclic caching scheme, which
can be applied to any MISO setup in which α ≥ t.3 The following theorem summarizes the DoF
and subpacketization performance of the scheme:
3For setups with t > α, one can use the coded caching scheme presented in [9] for reduced subpacketization.
9Theorem 1. For the large MISO broadcast setup with t ≤ α ≤ L, the sum DoF of t + α is
achievable with a subpacketization
K(t+ α)(
gcd(K, t, α)
)2 . (6)
Proof. The proof is found in this current section, where we present the designed cyclic caching
scheme and show that it employs the above subpacketization to achieve the sum DoF of t+α.
In what follows, we first introduce a cache placement algorithm in Section III-A, which is
based on a well-defined placement matrix and requires each file to be split into K(t+α) smaller
parts (subpackets). In Sections III-B and III-C, we explain the delivery phase, in which the
missing data parts are delivered to the requesting users with K(K − t) multicast transmission
vectors, each serving t+α subpackets to t+α different users. In Section III-D, using an example
network, we show that this delivery algorithm follows a simple graphical representation, involving
circular shifting of two vectors over a tabular structure. Overall, in Sections III-A to III-D, we
present a scheme which satisfies all the requests with multicast transmissions always containing
t + α subpackets, which implies a DoF of t + α with subpacketization K(t + α). Finally, in
Section III-F we show that by properly applying a user-grouping technique, subpacketization is
further reduced by a factor of
(
gcd(K, t, α)
)2
, without any DoF loss.
Remark 1. When α = L, the achieved DoF t + L is exactly optimal under the assumption of
one-shot linear schemes and uncoded placement (cf. [29]).
We note that, for fixed t and L, the above integer subpacketization scales linearly with K.
This reduced subpacketization allows one to apply coded caching in larger networks, as well
as entails the benefit of a reduced number of necessary transmissions which in turn implies a
reduced number of beamformer design problems that need to be solved. As a quick comparison
for the simple example of K = 20, t = 4, L = α = 8, the current subpacketization of
20(12)/(gcd(8, 4, 8))2 = 15, is smaller than the subpacketization 4845 from [25] and much
smaller than the subpacketization of about 3× 107 required by the scheme in [5]. More detailed
comparisons are provided in Section IV.
A. Cache Placement
For cache placement, we use a K × K binary placement matrix V where the first row has
t consecutive 1’s (other elements are zero) and each subsequent row is a circular shift of the
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previous row by one column. Given V, we split each file W into K packets Wp, p ∈ [K], and
each packet Wp into t + α smaller subpackets W
q
p . Then for every p, k ∈ [K], if V[p, k] = 1,
W qp is stored in the cache memory of user k, ∀W ∈ F , q ∈ [t+ α].
4
Example 1. For a scenario of K = 6, t = 2, α = 3, V is built as
V =


1 1 0 0 0 0
0 1 1 0 0 0
0 0 1 1 0 0
0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 1 1
1 0 0 0 0 1


, (7)
and the resulting subpacketization is K × (t + α) = 6× (2 + 3) = 30. For example, the cache
contents of users 1 and 2 can be found from (7) as
Z(1) ={W q1 ,W
q
6 ; ∀W ∈ F , q ∈ [5]} ,
Z(2) ={W q1 ,W
q
2 ; ∀W ∈ F , q ∈ [5]} .
The cache contents of users 3− 6 can be written accordingly.
B. Content Delivery
In cyclic caching, the content delivery phase consists of K rounds, where in each round
we build K − t transmission vectors. Thus, the content delivery is completed after K(K − t)
transmissions. We use xrj to denote the transmission vector j ∈ [K − t] at transmission round
r ∈ [K].5 By transmitting xrj , useful data packets are delivered to a set of t+α users. We define
the user index vector krj to denote the set of users being targeted by x
r
j , and the packet index
vector prj to contain the packet indices targeted for the users in k
r
j . In other words, using x
r
j ,
we transmit (part of) the packet Wprj [n](k
r
j [n]) to each user k
r
j [n], n = 1, . . . , t+α. Both k
r
j and
prj vectors are built recursively. Let us use % sign to denote the mod operator with an offset of
one. It is defined as
a%b = ((a− 1) mod b) + 1 , (8)
4The placement matrix V used in this paper is a special case of valid placement matrices introduced in [27].
5In the general transmission vector model (3), xrj corresponds to xi, i = (r − 1)(K − t) + j.
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such that a%a = a and (a+ b)%a = b%a. Then, k1j and p
1
j are built as
k1j =
[
[1 : t] ;
(
([1 : α] + j − 1)%(K − t)
)
+ t
]
,
p1j =
[(
(t+ j − [1 : t])%(K − t)
)
+ [1 : t] ; e(α)
]
,
(9)
where e(m) is a vector of 1’s with size m (e.g., e(3) = [1 1 1]). For the next transmission
rounds, i.e., 1 < r ≤ K, we simply build krj and p
r
j , using k
1
j and p
1
j , as
krj =
(
k1j + r
)
%K ,
prj =
(
p1j + r
)
%K .
(10)
To gain a better insight into how krj and p
r
j are built, in Section III-D, we offer a simple
graphical representation, which is based on circular shift operations over a tabular structure. In
the following, we provide krj and p
r
j vectors for the small network scenario given in Example 1.
Example 2. In the scenario of Example 1, content delivery consists of six rounds, where at each
round four transmission vectors are built. The user and packet index vectors for the first and
second rounds are given as
k11 = [1 2 3 4 5] , p
1
1 = [3 3 1 1 1] ,
k12 = [1 2 4 5 6] , p
1
2 = [4 4 1 1 1] ,
k13 = [1 2 5 6 3] , p
1
3 = [5 5 1 1 1] ,
k14 = [1 2 6 3 4] , p
1
4 = [2 6 1 1 1] ,
(11)
and
k21 = [2 3 4 5 6] , p
2
1 = [4 4 2 2 2] ,
k22 = [2 3 5 6 1] , p
2
2 = [5 5 2 2 2] ,
k23 = [2 3 6 1 4] , p
2
3 = [6 6 2 2 2] ,
k24 = [2 3 1 4 5] , p
2
4 = [3 1 2 2 2] ,
(12)
respectively. The user and packet index vectors for the other rounds are built similarly.
Two other variables are needed to build the transmission vector xrj . First, we introduce the
subpacket index q(W, p), where W ∈ F denotes a general file and p ∈ [K] is the packet index.
The subpacket index q(W, p) indicates which subpacket of Wp should be transmitted, the next
time it is included in a transmission vector. For every W ∈ F and p ∈ [K], q(W, p) is initialized
to one, and incremented every time Wp is included in a transmission vector. For notational
simplicity, here we use
qrj (n) := q(W (k
r
j [n]),p
r
j [n]) . (13)
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Second, we use the interference indicator setRrj(n) to denote the set of users at whichW
qrj (n)
prj [n]
(krj [n])
should be suppressed by beamforming.6 Rrj(n) has exactly α− 1 elements and is built as
Rrj(n) =
{
k ∈ krj\k
r
j [n] | V
[
prj [n], k
]
= 0
}
. (14)
Example 3. For the network considered in Examples 1 and 2, the interference indicator sets for
the first transmission round are built as
R11(1) = {2, 5}, R
1
1(2) = {1, 5}, R
1
1(3) = {4, 5},
R11(4) = {3, 5}, R
1
1(5) = {4, 4}.
(15)
Finally, the transmission vectors are built as:7
xrj =
t+α∑
n=1
wRrj (n)W
qrj (n)
prj [n]
(krj [n]) . (16)
C. Decoding at the Receiver
During time interval i, every user k ∈ Xi receives
yi(k) = h
H
k wi(k)Xi(k) +
∑
kˆ∈Xi\{k}
hHk wi(kˆ)Xi(kˆ) + wi(k) , (17)
where the first term is the intended codeword and the latter two terms indicate the interference
and noise, respectively. Assume kˆ := krˆ
jˆ
[nˆ], for some jˆ, rˆ, nˆ. Defining p(kˆ) := prˆ
jˆ
[nˆ], for every
element in the interference term only one of the following options is possible:
1) V[p(kˆ), k] = 1 indicates Xi(kˆ) is in the cache memory of user k, and hence, h
H
k wi(kˆ)Xi(kˆ)
can be reconstructed and removed from yi(k);
2) V[p(kˆ), k] = 0 indicates that kˆ is in the interference indicator set associated with Xi(k) as
defined in (14), and hence, Xi(kˆ) is suppressed at user k by transmit beamforming.
In both cases, the interference due to Xi(kˆ) can be controlled and/or completely removed at
user k. Since |Xi| = t+α, the proposed scheme allows for serving t+α users in parallel during
each transmission interval. The following example clarifies the decoding procedure for a single
transmission in a small network. A more detailed explanation is provided in Appendix A.
6If zero-forcing beamformers are used, Rrj (n) denotes the set of users at which W
qrj (n)
p
r
j
[n] (k
r
j [n]) should be nulled-out.
7The general transmission vector model in (3) is equivalent to (16) via the following index mapping:
k → krj [n] , wi → wRrj (n) ,
Xi →
⋃
n∈[t+α]
{krj [n]} , Xi(k)→W
qrj (n)
p
r
j
[n] (k
r
j [n]) .
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Example 4. Consider the network in Example 1, for which the user and packet index vectors
are provided in Example 2 and the interference indicator sets are presented in Example 3. Let us
assume the demand set is D = {A,B,C,D,E, F}. Then, following (16), the first transmission
vector in the first round is built as
x11 = w2,5A
1
3 +w1,5B
1
3 +w4,5C
1
1 +w3,5D
1
1 +w3,4E
1
1 , (18)
where the brackets of the interference indicator sets are dropped for notation simplicity. After
x11 is transmitted, user 1 receives
y11(1) = h
H
1 w2,5A
1
3 + h
H
1 w1,5B
1
3 + h
H
1 w4,5C
1
1 + h
H
1 w3,5D
1
1 + h
H
1 w3,4E
1
1 + w
1
1(1) , (19)
in which the single- and double-underlined terms indicate the interference. From Example 1,
C11 , D
1
1, and E
1
1 are available in the cache memory of user 1, and hence, all the single-
underlined terms can be reconstructed and removed from the received signal. On the other
hand, the subpacket B13 requested by user 2 is suppressed at user 1 via transmit beamforming,
as indicated by R11(2) in (15). As a result, user 1 can decode A
1
3 with controlled interference.
Similarly, users 2− 5 can decode B13 , C
1
1 , D
1
1 and E
1
1 , respectively.
D. A Graphical Example
For further clarification, we describe the operation of the cyclic caching scheme for the network
setup in Example 1, using a graphical representation of the placement matrix V in Figure 1. In
this figure, each column represents a user, and each row denotes a packet index. For example,
the first column represents user one, and the first row stands for the first packet of all files, i.e.,
W q1 , ∀W ∈ F , q ∈ [t + α]. Lightly shaded entries indicate packets that are cached at the user.
For example, W q1 ,W
q
6 are stored at user 1, ∀W ∈ F , q ∈ [t + α].
Fig. 1: Graphical illustration for Example 1.
In the subsequent figures, we use darkly shaded entries to indicate which packet indices of the
requested files are sent during each transmission. The column and row indices of these darkly
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shaded entries are extracted from the user and packet index vectors. For our example network, the
user and packet index vectors for the first and second transmission rounds are provided in (11)
and (12); and their graphical representations are depicted in Figures 2 and 3. For example, Fig. 2a
corresponds to the first transmission of the first round, where users k11 = [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] receive
subpackets of packets indicated by p11 = [3, 3, 1, 1, 1]. For notation simplicity, let us assume
the demand set is D = {A,B,C,D,E, F}. Then, users 1-5 receive A13, B
1
3 , C
1
1 , D
1
1 and E
1
1 ,
respectively.
(a) Transmission 1 (b) Transmission 2 (c) Transmission 3 (d) Transmission 4
Fig. 2: Graphical illustration of the first round r = 1.
(a) Transmission 1 (b) Transmission 2 (c) Transmission 3 (d) Transmission 4
Fig. 3: Graphical illustration of the second round r = 2.
The transmission vectors can be easily reconstructed using the graphical representations. For
example, Fig. 2 implies that the following transmission vectors are generated in the first round:
x11 =w2,5A
1
3 +w1,5B
1
3 +w4,5C
1
1 +w3,5D
1
1 +w3,4E
1
1 ,
x12 =w2,6A
1
4 +w1,6B
1
4 +w5,6D
2
1 +w4,6E
2
1 +w4,5F
1
1 ,
x13 =w2,3A
1
5 +w1,3B
1
5 +w6,3E
3
1 +w5,3F
2
1 +w5,6C
2
1 ,
x14 =w4,6A
1
2 +w3,4B
1
6 +w3,4F
3
1 +w6,4C
3
1 +w6,3D
3
1 ,
where the brackets of the interference indicator sets are dropped for notation simplicity. Note that
according to (13), the subpacket index q1j (n) is equivalent to q(W (k
1
j [n]),p
1
j [n]), and hence, is
incremented every timeWp1j [n](k
1
j [n]) appears in a transmission vector. As a result, the subpacket
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index for the packet C1 is incremented from one to three, as it has appeared in x
1
1, x
1
3 and x
1
4,
respectively. Following the same procedure, using Figure 3, the transmission vectors for the
second round are
x21 =w3,6B
2
4 +w2,6C
1
4 +w5,6D
1
2 +w4,6E
1
2 +w4,5F
1
2 ,
x22 =w3,1B
2
5 +w2,1C
1
5 +w6,1E
2
2 +w5,1F
2
2 +w5,6A
2
2 ,
x23 =w3,4B
2
6 +w2,4C
1
6 +w1,4F
3
2 +w6,4A
3
2 +w6,1D
2
2 ,
x24 =w5,1B
2
3 +w4,5C
4
1 +w4,5A
4
2 +w1,5D
3
2 +w1,4E
3
2 .
From Figures 2 and 3, it can be seen that the transmissions vectors xr2, x
r
3 and x
r
4 in round
r are built by circular shift of the first transmission vector xr1 over the non-shaded cells of
the tabular grid and in two perpendicular directions. Specifically, the first two terms in xr1 are
shifted vertically, while the other three are shifted horizontally. This procedure is highlighted in
sub-figures with using wide border lines. Moreover, comparing Figures 2 and 3, it is clear that
the vectors in the second transmission round are diagonally shifted versions of the vectors in
the first round. This property is the intuition behind the cyclic caching name, and results from
the recursive procedure in (10), where the mod operator is used to build krj and p
r
j vectors for
r > 1.
E. Beamformer Design
As discussed earlier, we use optimized beamformers to build the transmission vectors. These
beamformers result in a better rate compared to zero-forcing, especially in the low-SNR regime,
as they allow balancing the detrimental impact of noise and the inter-stream interference [18].
However, optimized beamformers may require non-convex optimization problems to be solved
(due to interference from unwanted terms), making the problem computationally intractable even
for moderate K values. Interestingly, cyclic caching, in addition to requiring much-reduced
subpacketization, also manages to eliminate the requirement of multicasting, thus enabling
optimized beamformers to be designed with much less computational complexity.
As t + α users are served simultaneously by each transmission vector, symmetric rate maxi-
mization is equivalent to maximizing the worst user rate (among served users), which, in turn, is
equivalent to maximizing the worst user SINR. Naturally, the unwanted terms canceled-out using
the local cache contents are not considered as interference in the optimized SINR expressions.
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The optimized beamformer vectors for the j-th transmission in round r can be found by solving
the optimization problem
max
wRr
j
(n)
min
n∈[t+α]
|hHkr
j
[n]wRrj (n)|
2
∑
b :Rrj [b]∋k
r
j [n]
|hH
krj [n]
wRrj (b)|
2 +N0
s.t.
∑
n∈[t+α]
|wRrj (n)|
2 ≤ PT .
(20)
Example 5. Consider the network in Example 1 and the transmitted signal vector x11 in (18) for
the first transmission of the round r = 1. The optimized beamformers w25,w15,w45,w35,w34
can be found by solving
max
wR
min
{ |hH1 w25|2
λ1 +N0
,
|hH2 w15|
2
λ2 +N0
,
|hH3 w45|
2
λ3 +N0
,
|hH4 w35|
2
λ4 +N0
,
|hH5 w34|
2
λ5 +N0
}
s.t. |w25|
2 +|w15|
2 +|w45|
2 +|w35|
2 +|w34|
2 ≤PT ,
where λk denotes the interference at user k, given as
λ1 = |h
H
1 w15|
2, λ2 = |h
H
2 w25|
2, λ3 = |h
H
3 w35|
2 + |hH3 w34|
2,
λ4 = |h
H
4 w34|
2 + |hH4 w45|
2, λ5 = |h
H
5 w15|
2 + |hH5 w25|
2 + |hH5 w35|
2 + |hH5 w45|
2.
In cyclic caching, as also demonstrated in Example 5, the number of interfering messages
experienced by each user does not need to be the same, in general. For the transmission vector x11
considered in Example 5, users 1-5 experience 1, 1, 2, 2, and 4 interfering messages, respectively.
This unevenness is an intrinsic characteristic of the proposed cyclic caching scheme, while each
message is still suppressed at exactly α− 1 users (in Example 5, there exist exactly α− 1 = 2
users in each interference indicator set).8
The optimized beamformer design problems tend to be non-convex in general and require
iterative methods such as successive convex approximation (SCA) to be used [18]. Such methods
can be computationally complex and make the implementation infeasible, especially for large
networks. However, the special unicasting nature of the cyclic caching transmission and the
max-min SINR objective in (20) makes the optimization problem quasi-convex [30], [31], and
hence, allows us to use uplink-downlink duality to attain a simple iterative solution. Denoting
the receive beamforming vectors for the dual uplink channel as vRrj (n), r ∈ [K] and j ∈ [K− t],
the uplink-downlink duality necessitates
∑
n∈[t+α] νn‖vRrj (n)‖
2 =
∑
n∈[t+α] ‖wRrj (n)‖
2 , and the
8We suspect that altering the placement scheme to remove this unevenness may improve the achievable rate due to the
optimization problem’s max-min structure. Removing this unevenness would require substantial changes to the scheme, however,
and is part of the ongoing research.
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optimized normalized dual uplink beamformers vRrj (n) and their power values νn can be found
by maximizing the minimum of dual uplink SINR expressions:
max
vRr
j
(n),νn
min
n∈[t+α]
νn|hHkr
j
[n]vRrj (n)|
2
∑
b :Rrj [b]∋k
r
j [n]
νb|hHkrj [b]
vRrj (n)|
2 +N0
s.t.
∑
n∈[t+α]
νn ≤ PT , ‖vRrj (n)‖
2 = 1 ∀ n .
(21)
Note that the interference terms in the denominator of (21) have difference index compared
with (20). The dual uplink optimization problem in (21) can be solved optimally for the given
unicast group [31]. Here we use the standard iterative solution, in which a target SINR value,
denoted by γ¯, is iteratively adjusted by bisection until the power constraint is met with desired
convergence level |PT −
∑
n∈[t+α] νn| < ǫ. Noting that the MMSE receiver
vRrj (n) = (
∑
b :Rrj [b]∋k
r
j [n]
νb hkrj [b]h
H
krj [b]
+N0I
)−1
hkrj [n] , (22)
is the optimal RX beamformer solution for the dual uplink channel for any fixed set of power val-
ues νn, the uplink SINR can be written compactly as: γn = νnh
H
krj [n]
(∑
b :Rrj [b]∋k
r
j [n]
νb hkrj [b]h
H
krj [b]
+
N0I
)−1
hkrj [n]. Therefore, the optimal νn for a fixed γ¯ can be solved iteratively via joint update
method (cf. [31]) as
ν(m)n =
γ¯
γ
(m−1)
n
ν(m−1)n =
γ¯
hH
krj [n]
(∑
b :Rrj [b]∋k
r
j [n]
ν
(m−1)
b hkrj [b]h
H
krj [b]
+N0I
)−1
hkrj [n]
. (23)
Using vRrj (n), max-min optimal downlink beamformers are calculated as wRrj (n) = ρnvRrj (n),
where ρn is the downlink power associated with wRrj (n). To compute ρn, we first define a =
[a1 a2 ... at+α] and D to be a diagonal matrix of elements a1, ..., at+α, where
an =
γn
(1 + γn)|hHkr
j
(n)vn|
2
. (24)
Then, we define G as a matrix of elements gn,b, n, b ∈ [t+α], where gn,b = |h
H
Rrj (n)
vb|
2 if either
b = n or Rrj [b] ∋ k
r
j [n], and gn,b = 0 otherwise. Finally, defining ρ = [ρ1 ρ2 ... ρn], we have
ρ = (I−DG)−1N0a . (25)
F. Further Reduction in Subpacketization
Interestingly, with appropriate modifications, it is possible to further reduce the subpacketi-
zation requirement of cyclic caching by a factor of (gcd(K, t, α))2. This not only reduces the
subpacketization requirement (and hence, the implementation complexity) considerably but also
enables the subpacketization (and complexity) to be adjusted by tuning α (and K) parameter.
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For notation simplicity, let us simply use φ = gcd(K, t, α) to represent the reduction factor. To
achieve the reduced subpacketization, we use a user grouping technique inspired by [9]. The
idea is to split users into groups of size φ and assume each group is equivalent to a virtual user.
Then, we consider a virtual network consisting of these virtual users, in which the coded caching
and spatial multiplexing gains are t
φ
and α
φ
, respectively. Finally, we apply the coded caching
scheme proposed in Sections III-A and III-B to the virtual network, and elevate the resulting
cache placement and delivery schemes to be applicable in the original network. The elevation
procedure, which is thoroughly explained in Appendix B, is designed so that the maximum
DoF of t+α is achieved without any increase in the required subpacketization. As a result, the
elevated scheme would require the same subpacketization as the scheme applied to the virtual
network, which is K
φ
(
t
φ
+ α
φ
)
, as there exist K
φ
virtual users in the virtual network. Here, we
explain the proposed procedure with the help of one example.
Example 6. Assume a network scenario with K = 8, t = 2 and α = 4. In this case, φ = 2 and
the resulting virtual network has K ′ = K
φ
= 4 virtual users, coded caching gain of t′ = t
φ
= 1
and spatial multiplexing gain of α′ = α
φ
= 2. Assume the virtual users correspond to user groups
v1 = {1, 2}, v2 = {3, 4}, v3 = {5, 6} and v4 = {7, 8}. Applying the proposed cyclic caching
scheme, the cache placement in the virtual network is
Z(vk′) =
{
W qk′ |W ∈ F , q ∈ [3]
}
, ∀k′ ∈ [4] , (26)
and the corresponding subpacketization requirement is K ′(t′ + α′) = 12. Data delivery is
performed in four rounds, where three transmissions are done during each round. The first
transmission vector at the first round is built as
x11
′
= w′v3W
′(v1) +w
′
v3
W ′(v2) +w
′
v2
W ′(v3) , (27)
and other transmission vectors are also built similarly. Now, to elevate the cache placement to be
applicable to the original network, we simply bind the cache content of each user in the original
network with its corresponding virtual user in the virtual network. So, the cache placement for
the original network is
Z(1) = Z(2) = Z(v1), Z(3) = Z(4) = Z(v2),
Z(5) = Z(6) = Z(v3), Z(7) = Z(8) = Z(v4).
(28)
Elevating the delivery procedure is more complex. Let us consider the first transmission of
the first round, as provided in (27). The first term in the transmission vector, i.e., W ′(v1), is
suppressed at user v3, which is equivalent to users {5, 6} in the original network. However,
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W ′(v1) itself is combined of two subpackets destined to users 1 and 2; i.e., W
1
2 (1) and W
1
2 (2).
The interference from these two subpackets should also be suppressed at users 2 and 1, which
requires the interference indicator set for the first term to be {5, 6} ∪ {2} and the one for the
second term to be {5, 6} ∪ {1}. Following the same procedure for the second and third terms,
the equivalent transmission vector for the original network will be
x11 =w5,6,2W
1
2 (1) +w5,6,1W
1
2 (2) +w5,6,4W
1
1 (3)
+w5,6,3W
1
1 (4) +w3,4,6W
1
1 (5) +w3,4,5W
1
1 (6) .
(29)
Other transmissions are built similarly. Overall, the algorithm requires subpacketization of 12
and delivers data in 12 transmissions. In comparison, applying cyclic caching without user
grouping requires subpacketization of K(t + L) = 48, and the number of transmissions would
be 48. A graphical representation for the first transmission of the first round, for both virtual
and original networks, is provided in Figure 4.
(a) Virtual Network (b) Original Network
Fig. 4: Graphical illustration of transmission vector in Example 6
IV. COMPLEXITY AND PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
A. Complexity Analysis
For two main reasons, the subpacketization value is an important complexity indicator for any
coded caching scheme. First, it indicates the number of smaller parts each file must be split into,
for the scheme to work properly. As argued in [9], the exponentially growing subpacketization of
conventional coded caching schemes can make their implementation infeasible, even for networks
with a moderate number of users. Second, a scheme with smaller subpacketization generally
requires a smaller number of transmissions, and consequently, fewer beamformer design problems
to be solved. For comparison, cyclic caching requires subpacketization and transmission count
of
K(t+α)
φ2
K,t,α
and
K(K−t)
φ2
K,t,α
, respectively. Both of these numbers are considerably smaller than in
the original multi-antenna scheme of [5], for which the subpacketization value is
(
K
t
)(
K−t−1
L−1
)
,
while
(
K
t+L
)
transmissions are needed in total. As each transmission requires solving a separate
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beamformer design problem, cyclic caching has remarkably lower computation complexity than
in [18].
In addition to the performance and complexity benefits of reduced subpacketization, cyclic
caching also has the critical advantage of relying on unicasting only, unlike other traditional coded
caching schemes that rely on high-order multicast messages (e.g., using XOR-ed codewords).
Although removing multicasting causes some performance penalty as discussed in [27], it enables
high-performance optimized (MMSE-type) beamformers to be applicable with low complexity,
even for large networks with a large sum-DoF value. In the next subsection, we provide simulation
results for large networks with K = 100 users, in which optimized beamformers are used, and
the sum-DoF is t+ α = 30. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a multi-antenna
coded caching scheme has been applied with optimized beamformers to such a large network
with a large sum-DoF value.
From another perspective, cyclic caching also removes the requirement of decoding multiple
data parts jointly at the same user during a single transmission. As a result, there is no need
for complex receiver schemes such as successive interference cancellation (SIC). Cyclic caching
requires that during all transmissions, every user in the target group decodes only a single data
term, while
(
t+L−1
t
)
terms must be jointly decoded in the multi-antenna scheme of [5]. The
receiver complexity reduction is possible also by splitting each transmission with overlapping
multicast messages into multiple TDMA intervals as shown in [18], but it comes with a substantial
subpacketization increase.
Interestingly, cyclic caching also enables tuning α and K parameters jointly to reduce both
subpacketization and transmission count. This reduction is useful especially for large networks
with a large number of users K, for which the complexity of coded caching schemes is critically
limiting their practical implementation [9]. Selecting α value to be smaller than the antenna
count is straightforward and explained in [18]. However, in order to tune K, we consider a set
of Kf additional phantom users and tune both α and Kf to maximize gcd(K + Kf , t, α). Kf
phantom users are then omitted during all the subsequent transmissions. Of course, tuning either
parameter comes with a DoF loss. For α, this is not necessarily an issue, especially when the
communication is performed at the finite-SNR regime. In [18] it is shown that by choosing α < L,
one can obtain an improved beamforming gain, which considerably improves the performance
at the finite-SNR regime. The joint impact of α and Kf tuning is studied through numerical
simulations in Section IV-B.
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Reduced subpacketization Cyclic caching enables achieving the sum-DoF of t+α, with the reduced subpacketization
of
K(t+α)
φ2
K,t,α
.
Reduced number of transmis-
sions
With cyclic caching, data delivery to all users is completed with only
K(K−t)
φ2
K,t,α
transmis-
sions.
Relying only on unicasting Cyclic caching relies on unicasting only. As a result, optimized MMSE-type beamformers
can be implemented with much lower computational complexity using the uplink-downlink
duality. This improves the performance at low- and mid-SNR communications, compared
with ZF beamforming.
No MAC decoding Cyclic caching removes the requirement of MAC, thus eliminating the necessity of
complex receiver structures such as successive interference cancellation (SIC).
Controlling the complexity The subpacketization of cyclic caching can be controlled by tuning the φK,t,α parameter,
which is possible by adjusting α and also by considering a set of Kf phantom users.
TABLE I: Advantages of the Cyclic Caching Scheme
In principle, the reduced subpacketization scheme of Section III-F can be applied by splitting
users into groups of size Q > 1, such that gcd(K, t, α) is divisible by Q. This enables selecting
several subpacketization levels, between K(t + α) and K(t+α)
gcd(K,t,α)2
. However, as we show later,
the performance of cyclic caching is almost intact regardless of the selected subpacketization,
and hence it makes sense to select the largest possible gcd(K, t, α) value.
In Table I, we have summarized the key advantages of the cyclic caching scheme. Moreover,
in Tables II and III, we have respectively compared the subpacketization requirement and the
transmission count in different network setups for the multi-antenna scheme of [5] (M-S), cyclic
caching without user grouping (LIN), cyclic caching with user grouping (RED), the original
group-based scheme in [9] (L-E), and the recently proposed scheme in [25] (M-B). In Tables II
and III, many entries are left empty for L-E and M-B schemes due to their tight restrictions on
the network parameters. The L-E scheme is originally designed for networks in which t ≥ α
and α divides both t and K, while M-B requires t+α
t+1
to be an integer.
From Table II, it is clear that except for the L-E scheme, the RED scheme has the lowest
subpacketization requirement among all the schemes. Regarding the number of transmissions,
similar observations can be made from Table III, except for a specific case (the third row in
Table III) where the M-S scheme requires a smaller number of transmissions than LIN and RED.
It can be seen that, even when the user count is as low as K = 30, the M-S scheme becomes
infeasible due to the substantial values for both the subpacketization and the transmission count.
On the other hand, it is possible to implement RED even for a very large network of K = 400
users in which the spatial DoF is α = 100. The results also demonstrate how proper tuning of
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K t L α Kf M-S LIN RED L-E M-B
8 2 5 2 0 140 32 8 4 -
8 2 5 4 0 280 48 12 - 28
8 2 5 5 0 140 56 56 - -
30 4 8 4 0 > 107 240 60 - -
30 4 8 4 2 > 108 256 16 8 -
30 4 8 6 0 > 109 300 75 - > 104
100 15 30 15 0 > 1032 3000 120 - -
100 15 30 15 5 > 1033 3150 14 7 -
100 15 30 17 0 > 1034 3200 3200 - > 1017
400 50 200 100 0 > 10153 > 104 24 - -
TABLE II: Required subpacketization
K t L α Kf M-S LIN RED L-E M-B
8 2 5 2 0 70 48 12 6 -
8 2 5 4 0 28 48 12 - 28
8 2 5 5 0 8 48 48 - -
30 4 8 4 0 > 106 780 195 - -
30 4 8 4 2 > 107 832 52 28 -
30 4 8 6 0 > 107 780 195 - > 104
100 15 30 15 0 > 1032 8500 340 - -
100 15 30 15 5 > 1026 9450 42 21 -
100 15 30 17 0 > 1026 8500 8500 - > 1017
400 50 200 100 0 > 10113 > 105 56 - -
TABLE III: Required number of transmissions
α and Kf parameters can help to further reduce both the complexity and subpacketization of
RED scheme.
B. Simulation Results
We use numerical simulations to compare the performance of cyclic caching with other
schemes. The symmetric rate, as defined in (2), is used as the comparison metric. The L-E and M-
B schemes are ignored in the simulations as they require tight restrictions on network parameters
to work without significant performance (DoF) loss. Moreover, for the sake of comparison, we
also consider a baseline scheme without coded caching, denoted by No-CC, in which only the
local caching gain at each user is attained together with the spatial multiplexing gain. In the
baseline scheme, we create K transmission vectors, where users {1, 2, ..., α} are served during
the first transmission (i = 1), while for i > 1, the served user indices are a circular shift of the
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Fig. 5: MS vs LIN vs RED vs No-CC rate; K = 6, t = 2, L = 3
user indices targeted at transmission i−1. For all the simulations, we use maxmin-SINR optimal
(MMSE-type) beamformers, found through solving (20). In the case of LIN, RED, and No-CC
schemes, the beamformers are designed with the uplink-downlink duality solution described in
Section III-E. For the M-S scheme, we use the more complex SCA method detailed in [18].
As discussed earlier, the complexity of the M-S scheme makes its implementation infeasible
even for moderate-sized networks. In order to be able to compare all the schemes, we consider
a small network of K = 6 users. The performance comparison results are provided in Figure 5.
It can be seen that the performance values of LIN and RED schemes lie between M-S and No-
CC. M-S provides better performance because it benefits from a multicasting gain; i.e., a single
codeword (created with the XOR operation) benefits all the users in a multicast group. This
multicasting effect is explained in more detail in [27], with the help of the so-called efficiency
index parameter. On the other hand, No-CC scheme has the worst performance as it lacks the
coded caching gain entirely. It should also be noted that choosing a smaller α value improves
the performance of both M-S and LIN schemes at the lower SNR range, while this effect is
more prominent for the LIN scheme. This result is in line with the findings of [18], [26], where
a smaller α is shown to improve the performance at the finite-SNR regime due to a better
beamforming gain. Finally, Figure 5 demonstrates that RED scheme is able to provide the same
performance as LIN scheme, but with lower complexity. This near-identical performance is a
result of the two schemes having a very similar coding and interference-cancellation structure.
Unfortunately, although the M-S scheme has superior performance, its high complexity makes
the implementation infeasible even for slightly larger networks. For example, for the small
network of 6 users considered in Figure 5, with our simulation setup, the required time for
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Fig. 6: Performance of RED for a large network, K = 100, t = 10, L = 25
simulating the M-S scheme is O(103) times larger than the LIN scheme. As the network size
grows, this ratio between the simulation times also grows exponentially. On the other hand, the
simulation time for the RED scheme is roughly four times smaller than LIN. This is in line
with the fact that for the considered network with K = 6, t = 2, α = 2, the reduction in the
subpacketization and transmission count is equal to gcd(K, t, α)2 = 4.
Figure 6 illustrates the performance of RED scheme for a large network with K = 100, t = 10
and L = 25. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time a coded caching scheme is applied
with optimized beamformers for such a large network. In Figure 6a, the results for No-CC scheme
are included for comparison. It can be verified that decreasing α from 20 to 10 gives a small
performance boost at the low- to moderate-SNR regime (< 15dB) due to improved beamforming
gain. On the other hand, at larger SNR values, the α = 20 setup performs much better due to
the increased spatial multiplexing gain. These results are in line with the findings in [18].
Finally, the complexity reduction effect of the Kf parameter is analyzed in Figure 7 for two
network scenarios of size K1 = 100 and K2 = 30 users. In both networks, we have assumed
t = 7, L = 20 and α = 14. Without any phantom users, gcd(K, t, α) = 1 and the subpacketization
values for the two networks are S1 = 2100 and S2 = 630, respectively. However, by adding only
Kf = 5 phantom users, the common denominator becomes gcd(K +Kf , t, α) = 7, and hence,
the subpacketization values are reduced to S1 = 45 and S2 = 15, respectively. Interestingly, the
decrease in the achievable rate - due to adding Kf phantom users - is relatively minor for both
networks. In fact, for the larger network, the decrease in the achievable performance is less than
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Fig. 7: The effect of the Kf parameter, RED scheme, t = 7, L = 20, α = 14
4% over the entire simulated SNR range, while for the smaller network, the deterioration is less
than 15%. On the other hand, adding the extra phantom users reduces the simulation time in
our setup by a factor of ∼ 10.
V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this work, we proposed cyclic caching, a novel low-complexity, high-performance coded
caching scheme for large-scale cache-aided MISO networks where the spatial DoF α is not
smaller than the coded caching gain t. For a fixed t, cyclic caching achieves theoretical sum-DoF
optimality with a subpacketization requirement that scales linearly with respect to the number
of users K in the network. Moreover, it delivers all requested files with a relatively small
number of transmissions, using only unicast messages. This allows for designing optimized
beamformers with reduced computational complexity. The complexity reduction comes with
a modest performance loss in low- and mid-SNR regimes, compared to existing multi-antenna
coded caching schemes that rely on multicasting messages [5]. However, the low subpacketization
requirement, together with the low complexity of transmissions and decoding, allows the scheme
to be employed in networks with a large number of users that is at least one order of magnitude
bigger than other well-known multi-antenna coded caching schemes. The scheme also allows
an interplay between the performance at finite SNR and the subpacketization requirement, by
tuning the multiplexing gain α and the number of phantom users Kf .
On-going research work includes extending the scheme applicability to networks in which
t < α. It also remains an open question to investigate possible performance improvements if
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the number of interference terms at different users is made more even. Finally, extending cyclic
caching to enable an interplay between the multicasting gain and the implementation complexity
to improve performance at the finite-SNR regime is part of the ongoing research.
APPENDIX A
MORE DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE DELIVERY PHASE
For the delivery and decoding procedures presented in Sections III-B and III-C, we here show
that at the end of the K rounds, each user successfully decodes all its missing data parts. We
recall that for the placement matrix V, if V[p, k] = 0 for some p ∈ [K] and k ∈ [K], then
the packet Wp(k), which is comprised of t + α smaller subpackets of the form W
q
p (k), must
be delivered to user k. By construction of the user index and packet index vectors krj and p
r
j ,
where r ∈ [K] and j ∈ [t+α], it is easy to see that for any p ∈ [K] and k ∈ [K], if V[p, k] = 0
there exists always a transmission vector that contains one of the t + α subpackets represented
by V[p, k]; i.e. there exists always a triple (j, r, n) such that p = prj [n] and k = k
r
j [n]. Therefore,
it is sufficient to show that if V[p, k] = 0 for some pair (p, k), there exist exactly t + α triples
(j, r, n) for which p = prj [n] and k = k
r
j [n].
Without loss of generality, let us consider the first round of the delivery scheme. The vector
k1j contains the index of the users targeted at transmission j of this round. Let us split the user
indices in k1j into the following two vectors
c1j = [1 : t] , s
1
j = [(([1 : α] + j − 1)%(K − t)) + t] . (30)
Similarly, we split the packet indices in p1j into the following two vectors
r1j = [((t+ j − [1 : t])%(K − t)) + [1 : t]] , d
1
j = e(α) .
Now let us consider the set of points in the tabular representation corresponding to the vector
pair (rj1, c
j
1); i.e., the set of points in which the row index is taken from r
j
1 and column index
is taken from c
j
1. We will use {(r
j
1, c
j
1)} to denote this set. From the graphical example in
Section III-D, we recall that {(rj1, c
j
1)} is an element-wise circular shift of {(r
1
1, c
1
1)}, over the
non-shaded cells of the tabular representation and in the vertical direction. Similarly, {(dj1, s
j
1)}
is an element-wise circular shift of {(d11, s
1
1)}, over the non-shaded cells and in the horizontal
direction. As a result, in round 1, the following two statements hold:
• for every user k ∈ [K] and packet index p ∈ [K], if k is available in c11 = c
1
2 = ... =
c1K−t and p is available in [r
1
1; r
1
2; ...; r
1
K−t], there exists exactly one transmission index
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j ∈ [K − t], such that the j-th transmission of the first round delivers W qp (k) to user k, for
some subpacket index q ∈ [t + α]. In other words there exists exactly one triple (j, 1, n)
for the pair (p, k);
• for every user k ∈ [K], if k is available in [s11; s
1
2; ...; s
1
K−t], there exist exactly α transmis-
sions in the first round that deliver W q1 (k) to user k, each with a distinct subpacket index
q ∈ [t+ α]. In other words, there exist exactly α triples (j, 1, n), for the pair (1, k).
These statements also hold for other transmission rounds, i.e., transmission round r where 1 <
r ≤ K. However, for any k, p ∈ [K] such that V[p, k] = 0, there exists exactly one round r
for which k appears in [sr1; s
r
2; ...; s
r
K−t], while there exist t different rounds r for which k is
available in cr1 = c
r
2 = ... = c
r
K−t. Hence, for any k, p ∈ [K] such that V[p, k] = 0, there exist
α × 1 + 1 × t = α + t triples (j, r, n) for the pair (p, k). This clarifies the correctness of the
delivery algorithm proposed in Section III-B.
APPENDIX B
REDUCING SUBPACKETIZATION BY A FACTOR OF φ2K,t,α
To reduce the subpacketization requirement, we apply a user grouping mechanism, inspired
by [9]. For notation simplicity, let us use simply use φ to represent φK,t,α. The idea is to split
users into groups of size φK,t,α and assume each group is equivalent to a virtual user. Then,
we consider a virtual network consisting of these virtual users, in which the coded caching
and spatial multiplexing gains are t
φ
and α
φ
, respectively. Finally, we apply the coded caching
scheme proposed in Sections III-A and III-B to the virtual network, and elevate the resulting
cache placement and delivery schemes to be applicable in the original network. Here, we provide
a detailed description of the elevation procedure.
A. Cache Placement
Assume the original network is given with K users, coded caching gain of t, and spatial DoF
of α. We first split the set of users [K] into K ′ = K
φ
disjoints groups vk′ , k
′ ∈ [K ′], where all
groups have the same number of φ users. Without loss of generality, we assume each group vk′
corresponds to the set of users
vk′ , [φ ∗ (k
′ − 1) + 1 : φ ∗ k′] , ∀k′ ∈ [K ′] . (31)
Next, we assume each user group is equivalent to a virtual user with cache size of Mf bits,
and the virtual users form a new virtual network in which the spatial DoF is α′ = α
φ
. For this
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virtual network, we use the same cache placement algorithm presented in Section III-A, and set
the cache content of every user in group vk′ to be the same as the cache content of the virtual
user corresponding to vk′ . The total subpacketization is then K
′(t′ + α′), where t′ = t
φ
.
B. Delivery Phase
During the delivery phase, we first create transmission vectors for the virtual network, and
then elevate them to be applicable in the original network. Following (3), the transmission vector
i for the virtual network is built as
x′i =
∑
vk′∈X
′
i
w′i(vk′)X
′
i(vk′) , (32)
in which X ′i is the set of virtual users targeted at transmission i, X
′
i(vk′) denotes the data part
targeted to the virtual user vk′ during the same transmission, and w
′
i(vk′) is the beamformer
vector assigned to X ′i(vk′). In order to elevate (32) for the original network, we first notice than
each virtual user represents a set of φ original users; and hence, using (31), the set of targeted
users during transmission i for the original network is
Xi =
⋃
vk′∈X
′
i
[φ ∗ (k′ − 1) + 1 : φ ∗ k′] . (33)
Following the discussions in Section III-E, every beamformer vector w′i(vk′) is built to suppress
unwanted terms at α′ − 1 virtual users. Let us denote the set of such virtual users as R′i(vk′),
where |R′i(vk′)| = α
′ − 1. The goal is then to find the respective set for the original network,
denoted by Ri(k), for k ∈ [K]. As the spatial DoF for the original network is α, it is possible to
suppress undesired terms at α−1 original users; i.e. |Ri(k)| = α−1. Without loss of generality,
let us assume that user k is in the respective group of vk′ (every user in the original network
has one counterpart in the virtual network). In the original network, for the interference to be
suppressed, the following conditions should be met:
1) For every vkˆ′ ∈ R
′
i(vk′), Ri(k) should include all the users in the respective group of vkˆ′;
i.e. Ri(k) should include all the users in [φ ∗ (kˆ′ − 1) + 1 : φ ∗ kˆ′];
2) Ri(k) should include all other users in the respective group of vk′; i.e. Ri(k) should include
all the users in [φ ∗ (k′ − 1) + 1 : φ ∗ k′]\{k}.
Using a formal representation, we have
Ri(k) =[φ ∗ (k
′ − 1) + 1 : φ ∗ k′]\{k}
⋃
v
kˆ′
∈R′i(vk′ )
[φ ∗ (kˆ′ − 1) + 1 : φ ∗ kˆ′] .
(34)
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In other words, the data part Xi(k) intended for user k at transmission i has to be suppressed
not only at α′− 1 virtual users (where each virtual user represents φ original users), but also at
φ− 1 original users in the equivalent group of vk′ . Hence, the total number of users for which
Xi(k) should be suppressed is (α
′ − 1)φ+ φ− 1. Substituting α′ = α
φ
, we have
|Ri(k)| = (
α
φ
− 1)φ+ φ− 1 = α− 1 . (35)
Now, we can elevate the transmission vector x′i in (32) to be applicable in the original network.
All we need to do is to use (33) to substitute the target user set X ′i with Xi, and replace
w′i(vk′)X
′
i(vk′) with ∑
k∈[φ∗(k′−1)+1:φ∗k′]
wi(k)Xi(k) , (36)
where wi(k) is the beamformer vector designed to suppress unwanted data terms at the user
set Ri(k) as defined in (34), and Xi(k) is the data part intended for user k at transmission i.
The subpacketization requirement for the virtual network, K ′(t′ + α′), would then be still valid
for the original network, indicating a reduction with a factor of φ2 compared with the case no
grouping is applied.
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